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The Hong Kong stock market is quite small and
represents about 1 percent of the worldwide stock market
capitalisation. The stock market was very bullish before
its collapse in October 1987. The Hang Seng Index of stock
prices and turnover both reached record high in September
1987 The number of initial public offers( IPOs) was
also a record high for the year 1987. More than 20
companies had applied for listing to the Stock Exchange
before the market collapsed. The attractions of being a
public company seems undimmed and, for many entrepreuners,
managing a public company is always a long-run goal.
There are many ways to go public but IPOs are the most
popular and tradtional method for a company to obtain
listing on a stock exchange. This report provides an
outline of the decision steps, the related major
considerations,preparations- and working procedures involved
in an IPO in Hong Kong.Common problems encountered by a
company during the flotation process and suggested
solutions thereto are also studied.
The major advantage of going public is access to the
stock market for additional capital raising while the major
disadvantage is the decrease in flexibility by management
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in doing things. A company has to fulfill the basic
requirements of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange if it is to be
listed on, the Stock Exchange. A comprehensive study by
major shareholders has to be done before the decision to
float or not is made. In the course of flotation,fixing of
the P/E ratio is a difficult task and the preparation of
the prospectus is always a laborious job.
The amount of expenses and management time needed for a
flotation are very substantial yet the outcome of the
flotation is quite uncertain and depends very much on the
market situation. Selection of an experienced and reputable
merchant bank and acquaintance with the flotation process
by company official are keys to success.
After the stock market collapse in October 1987, the
number of new issues has dropped substantially. However,
the number of new applications to list as at the end of
March 1988 has increased to 42. As 1997 is getting closer,
it is quite natural that more people are considering
floating their company since their business worth can be
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In this report, the following expressions have the
following meanings:
"Citicorp" Citicorp International Ltd.
Evergo Industrial Enterprises Ltd."Evergo"
The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong LtdHong Kong
Stock Exchange
Price/Earning ratioT/E ratio
The market place for tradingStock Exchange
securities.






The Hong Kong stockmarket represents about 1 percent
of the worldwide stock market capitalisation and is the
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second largest in Asia, behind that of Japan. After the
signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration on the future
of Hong Kong on December 19 1984, both local and overseas
investors have regained their confidence in the economy and
the stock market of Hong Kong. Real GNP growth in Hong
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Kong for the year 1987 was 13.5 Percent. The Hang Seng
Index of stock prices and turnover both reached record
highs in September 1987.
In October 1987, during the worldwide stock market
collapse, the performance of the Hong Kong stock market was
among the worst in the world. Compared with Japan, the
best performer during the worldwide collapse, Hong Kong's
performance was very bad. Data in Table 1 show the
performance of the two stock markets.
1 Honz Kong Economic Journal, 6th March 1988
2 Hona Kona Economic. oruna1 3rd March 1988
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Table 1
Level of Stock Index in Japan and Hong Kong 3
Record Lowest As at
High After Collapse 2.29.1988
26,646 100% 18,544 30.4% 25,243 94 .7%Japan
1, 886 52.2%3,949 100%Hong 2,418 61.2%
Kong
The closure of the Hong Kong stock market for four days
and the Hang Seng Index Future crisis may be the major
reasons contributing to the poor performance of the Hong
Kong stock market. It is likely that the bull market has
died and for the next two years, the Hong Kong stock
market will not be very active. The role of the stock
market as an important source for raising capital still
remains. Public companies raise new equity capital through
Initial Public Offers( IPOs )y public sales, placements
and right issues. Table 2 shows the large amount of funds
raised in the stock market in the past ten years.




Equity Funds Raised in Hong Kong 1978- 1987 4
Amount Raised Hang Seng IndexYear
in HK$ Million High Low
607 3837071978
1056 879 4931979






1986 12523 2568 1559
458311987 3949 1886
79621Total amount
Hon Kong Economic Journal, December 26th 1987,
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Table 2 also shows that more new equity capital is
raised from the stock market when the market is strong.
The market conditions in 1987 were very bullish before the
worldwide stock market collapse in October. Many of Hong
Kong's public companies took full advantage of the strong
market conditions and raised funds to restore their balance
sheet strength and finance further development and
expansion. Over 100 public companies raised funds and a
total of $45.8 billion was raised. About 95 percent of
the capital was raised by way of right issues and
placements. The 15 IPOs completed in 1987 account for the
remaining sum of $2.4 billion (5 percent of the total funds
raised). This is a record high both in term of the number
of IPOs and capital raised in one year. The details of
IPOs completed in the last ten years are shown in Appendix
I. If not for the October stock market collapse, there
would have been a few more new listings in 1987. More than
twenty companies applied for listing to the Stock Exchange
before the market collapse but as of March 31, 1988 only
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two new listings have been approved.
5
RJP Electronics Ltd was listed on January 29th
1988 while King Fools Holdings Ltd was listed on March
28th 1988.
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Purpose of the Study
Owning and running a public company is one of the major
milestones in a successful career in business and finance.
The attractions of public companies appear undimmed despite
extensive tightening of regulations governing disclosure,
insider share dealings and management actions in many
countries. For many entrepreneurs, managing a public
company is always a long-run goal yet not many of them
know how to turn this goal into reality.
This report will provide an outline of the decision
steps, the related major considerations, preparations and
working procedures involved in an IPO in Hong Kong.
In addition, based on information provided by
responsible officals from two newly listed companies and
also from the merchant bank responsible for the flotation,
this report also.
1 Examines the advantages and disadvantages of going
public.,
2. Highlights major problems faced by .a company during the
flotation process and gives suggestions on how such
problems can be solved or avoided.
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Scope of the Study
In Hong Kong a company can obtain a listing on the
Stock Exchange by one of the four common methods:
(a) Offer for Subscription or IPO (in American terms)
(b) Introduction
(c) Taking control of an existing listed shell company
(d) Spin-offs from an existing listed company
The IPO is the most traditional and popular method used
in particular if the major shareholders (normally called
the promoters) do not control and run any other public
company. The present study is confined to this method of
getting approval to list shares on the Stock Exchange.
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange and the Securities
Commissions are the two bodies responsible for regulating
the listing of companies on the Stock Exchange. Consent
has to be obtained from the Hong Kong Stock Exchange before
a listing is granted. The Securities Commissions plays a
supervising role. Attempts were made to obtain interviews
6
with representatives of these two bodies. The attempts
failed because the ICAC actions against the ex-president of
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange Mr. Ronald Li Fok Siu and two
other senior staff of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, are
still under process. Without these interviews, this study
B
See Appendix II for the letter to the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange and the reply thereto.
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can not provide a better understanding of the role played
by each body in the listing process and the criteria for
approval or rejection of an application for listing on the
Stock Exchange.
Besides the two regulatory bodies, many other parties
are involved in an IPO. The company and the merchant bank
are the most critical ones and interviews were conducted
with responsible official from these two parties.
This study covers the technical aspects involved in an
IPO and covers the process up to the point when the shares
are successfully listed and trading commences. Share
dealing prices in response to the subscription and any
other things which happen after the flotation are not
covered in this study.
Limitations
In view of the limited time and resource available for
this study, opinions were obtained from representatives of
only two newly listed companies and the merchant bank
acting for them. The information and opinions obtained are
l.,
not exhaustive but are based on actual experience. They
should be valuable as a guide for those planning to float
their companies on the Stock Exchange by way of an IPO.
7
Please see research paper done by Mr.T.C.Chan on
the study of the price behaviour of IPOs
8CHAPTER II
Methodology
This report is based on qualitative research. It is a
straight forward description of the flotation process in
Hong Kong. No statistical analysis techniques are
required and no hypotheses will be tested concerning any
aspects of the flotation process.
Interviews were conducted with responsible officials
from two newly listed companies and the merchant bank
involved in the flotation of the said two companies.
Interviewees were asked to state their views and experience
on:
a) background information on the IPO
b) procedures involved in the flotation process
c) problems encountered in floating a company on the Hong





Before a company decides to go public the major
shareholders and the senior management should consider if
it is advantageous for them to float the company and
whether the company qualifies or,not. Figure 1 shows the
various stages of a typical flotation process by way of a
flow-chart.
8
Mainly based on information provided by the three
interviewees. Reference was also made to the book























Figure 1: A Flow-chart of the Going Public Process
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Advantages and Disadvantages Associated with Flotation
DisadvantagesAdvantages
Company can raise Time and expenses1)
capital for expansion involved in the
and growth. The stock flotation is very
market will be a substantial (please
see appendix VIpossible avenue for
for statement ofcapital raising in
expenses for a recentfuture. In case the
issue involve an flotation).
an offer for sale,
the existing share-
holders can realise
part of its business
worth.
The company's shares2) The duties of directors
become more marketable become more onerous
and shareholders may buy since the interest of
and sell shares readily the public shareholders
the value of the shares have to be taken care
are enhanced and the of the company and the
shares are more directors must abide
acceptable as security by the listing rules
for bank facilities of the exchange and
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care needed over insideand as consideration
dealings. There may bein acquisitions or
a spread or gradualtake-overs.
loss of control since
shares can be readily
bought in the stock
market.
More disclosure may3) Extensive publicity
lead to disclose ofaccompanies the
trade secrets.flotation and the
Management are understanding of the company
heavy pressure tois enhanced. This may
perform well becauselead to better and more
business opportunities of the share price
considerations.and better credit from
banks and suppliers.
Incur heavy- overheads/Provides a chance for4)
expenses in thethe company to make* a
critical and overall change pro'cess,.while
benefits are only onreview of all its
long-term basis. Thisoperations, corporate
may lead to strongstructure and to
resistance from olddevelop from family-
employees and affectrun to professionally
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the performance ofmanaged business
the company.
A critical review and assessment of the advantages and
disadvantages pertinent to the company have to be made
before proceeding to the next step.
Qual ifyimcz for Listing
Compliance with Stock Exchange Requirements
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange has the sole authority to
grant listing approval and has devised non-statutory
listing rules (called as the Exchange Listing Rules)
9
governing the admission of securities to listing. A
Listing Committee has been established to administer the
rules and approve listings. The qualifications required
for listing as set out in Chapter 2 of the Rules Governing
the Official Listing of Securities are.
(a) the nature of business must be of sufficient public
interest
(b) the initial market capitalisation must not beless than
HK$50,000,000 or such other amount as the Listing
9 See Appendix III for application procedures and
requirements as set out in Chapter 4 of the Rules Governing
the Official Listing of Securities.
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Committee may from time to time prescribe
(c) a minimum of 25 percent of such securities must be
offered to the public but in case of large issue the
Listing Committee may vary the percentage
(d) the company must have a trading record of adequate
duration for the group taken as a whole which is
normally taken as five years.
Corporate Structure
It is not uncommon for a family business to grow in
size and complexity but without being formed legally into a
group. A choice has to be made as to which company should
be selected to have its shares listed on the Stock
Exchange. Reorganization of the company structure to
facilitate listing could be quite teadious. Profits tax
may also be payable in such a reorganization scheme.
Select Merchant Bank
The merchant bank is regarded as the most important
party in any flotation. The bank has a dual capacity and
acts both as the financial adviser and underwriter in the
flotation. At the preliminary stage several merchant banks
may be approached for their views on the feasibility of
floating the company and on technical aspects of the
flotation Since different merchant banks have different
views and ways of doing things, it is recommended that one
15
merchant bank be selected as soon as possible before
proceeding to other stages of the flotation. The merchant
bank will issue a letter detailing their role as the
10
financial adviser to the public offer. An estimate of
expenses will also be made for the reference of the
company. It is important that a clear understanding be
reached with the merchant bank on the following key issues.
a) Timing of the flotation.
b) P/E ratio.
c) Offer for sale or new issue or a combination of both.
d) Corporate structure changes.
Prospeotus
Contents
The prospectus is the document which provide
information to the public for the share issue and is
defined by S. 2 of the Companies Ordinance as Notice,
circular, brochure, advertisement or other document
(a) offering any shares or debentures of a company to the
public for subscription or purchase for cash or other
consideration
10
See Appendix IV for sample of letter issued by a
merchant bank.
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(b) calculated to invite offers by the public to subscribe
or purchase for cash or other consideration any shares
or debentures of a company.
The contents of the prospectus must comply with the
requirements set out in Appendix I of the Rules Governing
the Official Listing of Securities which is reproduced as
Appendix VI to this report. In short, the main components
of a prospectus are:
a) History. and business of the group including background
industry information and main commercial factors
governing its operation and future prospects
b) Names of the directors of the company and a list of
other parties invloved in the issue
c) Description of the share capital of the group and a
statement of indebteness of the group including
contingent liabilities, guarantees and commitments
d) Directors, mangement and staff
e) Past results and forecast of- future profits and
dividends
f) Reasons-for the issue and use of the proceeds
g) Appendices
1) Accountant's Report on the group
2) Summary of professional valuation
3) Reports on profits forecast
4) Statutory and general information
h) Procedures for application-
17
Preparation
The major administrative task in the flotation is the
production of the prospectus. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange
does not accept audited accounts which are more than six
months old and information in the propsectus have to be
true, correct and current. To avoid undue delay, a time
table is normally prepared by the merchant bank to monitor
l1
the progress.
The first draft of the prospectus and all subsequent
amendments to the draft must be submitted to the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange and the Securities Commission clearly marked
up for easy reference. Queries raised from both
authorities have to be promptly explained and rectified.
The role of the major parties involved in the
preparation of the prospectus are summarised below:
a) Company team- Consists normally of four people a
senior executive, the finance director/financial
controller, the company secretary and a junior
executive. This team would sit in all meetings
and ensure that information is available in a
timely manner for the preparation of the
11
A sample of the time-table is presented in Appendix
VI which also shows the major parties and major documents
involved in a flotation.
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prospectus and that all queries raised by all
other parties to the flotation are clarified and
resolved.
Reporting Accountants- The existing auditors areb)
preferred as the reporting accountants. In case
they are lack of experience in flotation, it is
more advisable to appoint another experienced and
reputable audit firm to work on a joint basis.
Their duties are to report their opinion on the
financial position and profits of the company in
the past five years and on the profits forecast
set forth in the prospectus.
Lawyers- One for the company and one for theC)
merchant bank are appointed. They are responsible
for ensuring that all disclosures required by the
statute are included in the prospectus and that
all legal and secretarial aspect of the flotation
are taken care of.
Merchant bank- It chairs all meetings and is thed)
coordinator in the whole process. The contents
and presentation of the prospectus are determined
by the merchant bank and they have to give an
opinion on whether or not the profits forecast has
been prepared with due care and consideration.
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Release
Just before the final proof of the prospectus is ready,
the merchant bank will launch a publicity campaign to draw
the attention of the public to the issue. Well-prepared
presentations are given to potential sub-underwriters who
are mainly other merchant banks, stockbrokers, trust and
fund managers. Marketing efforts and publicity campaigns
may be launched several months in advance, particularly
when the company is not very well-known to the public. The
success of the issue depends very much on the level of
investor awareness.
The final proof of the prospectus must be submitted to
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and the Securities Commissions
at least two full business days before the date of the
hearing of the application for listing by the Listing
Committee. Once approved, the prospectus is advertised in
at least one leading English newspaper and one leading
12
Chinese newspaper and distributed to the public.
Application and Allotment
Application forms are made available together with the
prospectuses at the counters of the receiving bank who is
12
This is 'requirement set out in Chapter 2 of the
Rules Governinc the Official Listing of Securities.
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responsible for processing the application forms.
Normally the application time is four days.
The basis of allocation will be advertised and
allotments made accordingly. Under the rules of the Stock
Exchange, the company is permitted to reserve 10 percent of
the issue for the employees of the company and these
applications are handled separately.
The Company Register will draw up the register of
members according to the result of allotment and share
certificates are normally released to the shareholders
three or four days before dealing commence.
Trading Commences
The first day for share trading is stated in the
prospectus. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange does not give
official consent to the listing of the shares until three
or four days before the first trading day. In all
prospectus there is a clause called the condition of new
issue which reads Acceptance of all applications will be
conditional on the Listing Committee of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange granting a listing of and permission to deal in
the shares in issue and to be issued as mentioned therein
and on no objection to such listing being made by the
13
A sample of the application form is in Appendix
VII
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Commissioner for Securities and Commodities Trading
pursuant to the Securities Stock Exchange Listing) Rules
1986. If this condition has not been fulfilled on or
before (date will be one month from the date of
the prospectus) all moneys will be returned without
interest and in the meantime will be held in a separate
bank account with the receiving bankers or any other
licensed bank or banks in Hong Kong. The reason for
delaying the release of the official consent until such a
moment is to protect the general public against any
unforeseeable events which may occur during the period from
the closing day for application to the commencement of
trading of shares.
The whole flotation process is completed once the share
commence to trade on the Stock Exchange.
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CHAPTER IV
INTERVIEWS WITH COMPANY OFFICIALS
A special committee consisting normally of four people
will be formed within the company to deal with all aspects
of the flotation. The finance director or the financial
controller usually takes a leading role in the whole
process since the senior executive is normally busy and not
familiar with the procedures. Interviews were conducted
with the financial controller of two newly listed
companies. Their views on the advantages and disadvantages
of going public specific to their company were obtained.
Major problems encountered by their companies in the
flotation process were also discussed.
Advantages of Flotation
Fund Raising
Evergo raised $150 million through an IPO in August
1983. The money raised was spent mainly on the purchase of
fixed assets and reduction of bank liabilities. The
financial position of the company was improved
substantially with the flotation. Evergo is regarded as a
company which knows how to best utilise the stock market
for fund raising. In 1987 alone, the company raised $2,267
23
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million from the stock market. The market
capitalisation of the group was only $500 million in 1983.
After numerous acquisitions and expansion, the group grew
substantially into one with market capitalisation of over$
7 billion before the market collapse in October 1987. The
rapid growth of the group would not have been possible if
Evergo has not been listed to the Stock Exchange.
Wah Shing raised 62 million through an IPO in June
1987. About $57 million was spent on the-purchase of
factory premises while the balance of $5 million was spent
on the purchase of plant and machinery for a factory in
China. Subsequent to the listing on the Stock Exchange,
the. company acquired some other businesses in the related
field. The company plans to make a major acquisition and
the consideration for the purchase of the interest may be
settled partly by the shares in the company. The company
would not have the strength to lauch such a program if it
had not been listed on the Stock Exchange.
Bargaining Power With Banks
Both companies agree that a public company has much
stronger bargaining power with banks. Public companies
have access to the stock market for funds, particularly
when stock market conditions and the performance of the
14
Hon, Rona Economic Journal, December*26th 1987.
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company are good. The shares of public company are readily
convertible into cash. They have succeeded in
re-negotiating bank facilities with the banks for much
better terms. Many new banks approach them and offer
better terms both in pricing and security requirements.
Publicity
Extensive publicity accompanies the flotation. Through
the flotation, customers and suppliers have more knowledge
about the company and have more confidence and trust in it
It is generally accepted that a company is a good company
if it can be listed to the Stock Exchange. Both Evergo and
Wah Shing find that they have more business and buyers and
suppliers are willing to offer better trade terms. Even
the employees of the company are happy with the flotation.
People like to work with a company which is well-known and
recruitment of staff is easier.
Management Team
The flotation process offered an excellent opportunity
for the senior management of both companies to review the
various aspects of operations, particularly the corporate
structure, tax planning, operation efficiency and manpower
adequacy. Strengths and weaknesses were indentified and,
both companies are now in much better shape. Subsequent to
the flotation, Wah Shing employed two expatriates to
strengthen the sales and marketing team of the company.
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Disadvantages of Flotation
The interests of the public shareholders have to be
taken care of and the senior management is no longer as
free as before in doing things. A public company has to
follow the rules of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and it
will be in great trouble if it fails to comply with the
disclosure requirements. A lot of time have to spend on
ensuring compliance. During the recent 'World of Wonder'
collapse case, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange has been giving
Wah Shing a hard time, but in fact the effect of the
collapse to the company was relatively small. On various
occasions, Evergo had to suspend trading on the Stock
Exchange in order to clarify rumours about the company.
Also, since many of the shares are held by unit trusts, a
lot of the management time are spent in providing
information to the fund managers. The share price of the
company will fall if the fund managers are not happy with
the company.
Before flotation, both companies had the benefit of
getting trade information about major competitors who are
listed companies while at the same time, these competitors
were not able to obtain similiar information about them.
However, lots of sensitive information was disclosed during
the flotation and also when the companies subsequently




Analysing whether or not to go ahead with a flotation
is a time-consuming and difficult exercise. Many studies
have to be conducted and numerous meetings have to be held
with all interested parties before a decision is reached.
The merchant bank will give valuable comments on the
feasibility and timing of the flotation. However, the
huge expenses involved and the substantial management time
required in a flotation process are borne by the company.
The expenses involved may run to more than 8 percent of
15
the fund raised. In case of Evergo about $10 million
was spent against the fund raising of $150 million. Wah
Shing spent over HK$5 million in raising $70 million. You
cannot quantify in term of dollars the management effort
spent in the flotation, but it is definitely not a small
sum.
In addition, what make the decision even more difficult
than it appears to be is the uncertainity of the outcome.
After the decision to float the company is made, it still
takes about six to eight months before the shares commence
dealing in the Stock Exchange. Anything can happen in
these six to eight months. If the market conditions have
changed adversely, the flotation may have to be deferred
15
In case of Mansion House, about 13 percent of the
money raised was spent on flotation.
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until market conditions improve. In the extreme case, the
flotation is cancelled. Before the October 1987 stock
market collapse, more than 20 companies had applied for
flotation to the Stock Exchange. As at March 31st 1988,
only two new listings were granted. Those companies who
have applied for flotation have spent money and management
time to different extents but all the money and effort may
never realise any benefit.
A company can only float its shares if there is an
underwriter to the flotation. The merchant bank acts as
the financial advisor and the underwriter. However, the
underwriting agreement is not signed until about ten days
before the release of the prospectus. If anything happens
adversely to the company or to stock market conditions
before the underwriting agreement is signed and the
flotation has to be deferred or cancelled, the merchant
bank will still collect the fee for acting as financial
advisor
Finally, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange will give the
official consent to list only a few days before the
scheduled share commence dealing day. Nothing is final,
therefore, until such approval is granted.
Both Evergo and Wah Shing were very cautious in
reaching the decision to float their companies. They spent-
two years in studying the feasibility of the flotation. A
lot of preparation work had been done before they
approached the merchant banks for in-depth discussions. For
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Evergo, a significant portion of the time was spent on
streamlining their corporate structure. Minority interests
in some companies were bought out while interests in a few
companies were disposed of. For Wah Shing, 50 percent of
the shareholdings in the company were sold by way of
private placement to Yue Xiu Enterprises Limited about sirs
months before the public issue. The private placement was
handled by Citicorp and it laid the way for the public
issue. Yue Xiu is a reputable company with..very strong
China background. In addition to drawing the public's
attention to the company, the association with Yue Xiu will
open Wah Shing to more business opportunities in PRC which
is regarded as having a very big potential market for toys.
P/E Ratio Determination
The gross amount of money raised is given by the number
of shares to be issued times the share price. The share
price depends on the P/E ratio that the company can
command. The higher the P/E ratio, the higher the share
price for, a given earnings and hence more money can be
raised for a fixed number of shares in issue. Or, fewer
shares are required to be issued for a given amount of
money to be raised. The magnitude' of the P/E ratio has a
direct impact on the amount of money raised and the
,determination of it is of great concern to every company
However, the company seems to have very little bargaining
power in fixing it.
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The P/E ratio depends very much on the nature of
business and market conditions. Property development
companies with strong asset base can capture a much
higher P/E ratio than companies in the industrial fields.
Before the October market collapse, the average P/E ratio
of all the companies listed to the Stock Exchange was above
20 but it has subsequently dropped to below 10. Normally,
in deciding the P/E ratio, reference is made to public
companies of similar nature and size. A discount may be
necessary to induce the public to subscribe for the new
shares.
The merchant bank will give an indication as to the
likely P/E ratio when they commit to act as the financial
advisor to the flotation. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange
Listing Committee tends to favor a lower P/E ratio for new
issues. Negotiation between the merchant bank and the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange is an on-going process and the final
outcome is not known until the final proof of the
prospectus is accepted by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. If
the market conditions turn bad, the PIE ratio have to be
adjusted downward unless the flotation is deferred or
cancelled. The merchant bank will look for sub-underwriters
to spread the risk of the issue being unfavourably
received. The merchant bank may tend to set a P/E ratio-
lower than it should be in order to reduce its underwriting
risk.
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Before the market collapse, the P/E ratio for
industrial company was around 10 but in the latest listing,
RJP Electronics Co., Ltd. went public at a P/E ratio of
only 4.83. A large opportunity loss was suffered by RJP
because of the timing in floating the company.
Citicorp was very cautious in setting the P/E ratio for
Evergo shares. After the stock market collapse in 1981,
there were only two new issues and both were for very small
amount. The response of the public to new issues was
unknown. Fifteen industrial companies were floated in the
five years from 1983 to 1987, but before 1983 there were
very few flotations of industrial companies. Previously,
most new issues were from property development companies.
The merchant bank and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange had no
reference in fixing the P/E ratio. They favored a lower
P/E ratio so that the response of the public would be
better and more flotations would follow. A P/E ratio of
6.9 was finally fixed This was about 14 percent below
what Evergo wanted to have.
In case of Wah Shing, the market conditions were very
good in June 1987 However, a P/E ratio of only 6.89
times was fixed. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange was of the
opinion that there had been too many new issues by
industrial companies in a short period of time and the
response of the public to the issue could be very bad if
the P/E ratio was set too high. In fact, at that time, the
P/E ratio of most of the industrial companies listing on
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the Stock Exchange was well above 10. The shares were
oversubscribed 7 times The share price reached record
high of$ 2.35 in October 1987 and the corresponding P/E
ratio was about 16.
Prospectus Preparation
Once the decision to float the company is made it is
imperative that the preparation of the prospectus be
proceeded as soon as possible. Limited time is available
for this time-consuming task. The prospectus is the most
important document in the whole flotation process.
Investors' decisions to subscribe or not depend very much
on the information contained therein. It is essential that
the contents are true and accurate and comply with the
requirements of the various regulatory authorities.
The directors of the company are primarily responsible
for the truth and accuracy of the contents of the
prospectus. This, however, does not relieve the merchant
bank and the other professional parties to the flotation
from legal liability if things go wrong. From time to
time, queries are raised from the merchant bank, the
reporting accountant and the lawyers. All these queries
have to be answered in a timely manner in order not to
affect the progress of flotation. There is substantial
time pressure especially during the last month before
actual flotation.
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A formal verification meeting among all interested
parties is held in the final stages. In this meeting, the
lawyer acting for the merchant bank will raise queries
about the contents of the prospectus. Any question is
possible. The various parties, in particular, the
directors of the company, have to give evidence and answers
to the complete satisfaction of the lawyer before the final
proof is submitted to the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. The
meeting may last for five or six hours. The prospectus
may still have to be amended many times in a very short
period of time before it is finally accepted by the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange.
Summary
The major advantage of floating a company is the
gaining of access to the stock market for cheap equity
capital while the major disadvantage is the decrease in
flexibility in doing things by the management. Reaching
the decision on whether to go public or not is definitely
not easy in view of the substantial expenses and management
effort involved and the uncertainty of outcome. The
preparation of the prospectus always proves to be a
difficult and laborious task. Fixing of the P/E ratio has
a direct impact on the money raised but the company seems
to have little control over it. All these areas deserve
special attention and care.
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CHAPTER V
INTERVIEW WITH MERCHANT BANK OFFICIAL
The merchant bank plays a central role in the whole
flotation process. A merchant bank official chairs all
meetings held in the course of flotation and gives advice
on technical aspects. Citicorp is very active in the Hong
Kong stock market. In 1987, they acted for the new issues
of three companies and had a market share of 20 percent.
Citicorp was the merchant bank for the flotation of both
Evergo and Wah Shing and one of the bank's official was
asked to give comments on the problems encountered on the
Evergo and Wah Shing IPOs.
Uncertain Outcome
The uncertain outcome of a flotation is basically a
generic problem. To protect the general public, the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange will not agree on the P/E ratio and
grant approval to listing on the Stock Exchange until the
very last moment. The merchant bank cannot guarantee that
market conditions will be good when the new shares are
issued. The October 1987 worldwide stock market collapse
was a very unusual- situation and beyond the control of
everybody. However, a good merchant bank should at all
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times be capable to float a company following the basic
terms agreed upon when they first accepted the job. Based
on their expertise, the merchant bank knows what is the
right timing to launch the flotation and what is the
appropriate P/E ratio which is acceptable to the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange and the general public. It is very unusual
for a merchant bank to back out or change the PIE ratio
substantially. If the Hong Kong Stock Exchange rejects the
granting of a listing, the merchant bank will definitely do
everything possible to fight for the interest of the
client. In fact, they are fighting for their reputation.
The reputation of a merchant bank is at stake if they fail
half way through a flotation.
It is very wrong to think that the merchant bank tend
to lower the P/E ratio so that their job is easier. They
cannot stay in the market if they can only float a company
at a below market P/E ratio. In both cases of Evergo and
Wah Shing, the P/E ratios were the best possible and were
very close to what they agreed in the first place.
Prospectus Preparation
The problems encountered during the preparation of the
prospectus are again generic to IPOs. The information
contained in the prospectus has to be current and accurate
in order to give the prospective subscribers a fair
assessment of the company. Lots of. things must be done in
the last two months. The problem can be alleviated if the
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merchant bank can monitor the progress of the flotation and
in particular if the correct materials necessary for the
preparation of the prospectus are collected and made
available to the merchant bank according to the schedule.
Summary
Problems, generic or otherwise, are inevitable in the
course of flotation. Finding of an experienced and
reputable merchant bank is always the key to-the success.
It will be also helpful if the financial controller of the




Going public has both advantages and disadvantages.
Whether it is jusifiable to float a company varies from
case to case. Many private companies in Hong Kong are
operated on very large scale and make more money than some
public companies. Going public is not the only way to raise
capital for expansion and development. As 1997 gets closer,
however, it is quite natural that more people will consider
to floating their companies. Owners can realise the
business worth more readily if the shares are trading in
the stock market. In 1987, the number of IPOs was a record
high of 15. The number of new issues decreased
substantially to 3 in the six months following the stock
market collapse in October 1987. Market conditions have
slightly been improved since February and according to the
news released by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange on March 20th
42 companies have applied for listing in the coming
year. The charm of public company seems undimmed.
The amount of expenses and management effort needed for
a flotation are very substantial yet the outcome of the
flotation is not certain and depends very much on the
market conditions. The employment of_. a reputable and
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experienced merchant bank is essential to the success of a
flotation. It will definitely be helpful if the company
officials are familiar with the flotation process.
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APPENDIX I
DETAILS OF COMPANIES LISTED IN 1978- 1987
DATE LISTEDNAME OF COMPANY
07-03-79FAR EAST HOTELS
03-27-80WING LUNG BANK
05-08-80REMY MARTIN (FAR EAST)
07-17-80THE KA WAH BANK
11-06-80REGAL HOTELS (HOLDINGS)
11-21-80HK INDUSTRIAL AND COML BANK
01-08-81HSIN CHONG PROPERTIES




















04-26-84SHELL ELECTRIC MFG HLDGS
07-02-84GOLD PEAK INDUSTRIES










01-07-86SIME DERBY HONG KONG LTD
03-19-86SING TAO LTD
05-15-86CATHAY PACIFIC AIRWAYS LTD
07-16-86CAFE DE CORAL GROUP LTD
08-12-86JADEMAN (HOLDING) LTD






HONG KONG RESORT 05-15-87
KUMAGAI GUMI 05-29-87
WAH SHING TOYS 06-16-87










Mr. T. K. Ho
Acting Listing Manager
The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd.
Exchange Square
Hong Kong
Date: Jan., 6, 1988
Dear Sir,
Please be advised that I am a final year student of the MBA programme
run by the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The programme requires
that each student should write up a research paper and my topic is on
Initial Public Offers (Public Listing) in Hong Kong. I believe your
organization can provide valuable information to me in writing up my
research paper. The areas of particular interest to me are:-
a) Details of companies newly listed in the past 5 years
b) Procedures involved in going public
c) Factors considered in deciding whether a company is qualified to
be a public company in Hong Kong.
I shall be grateful if you would grant me an interview with the
responsible persons in your organization at any time convenient to
them.
Your assistance in this matter is much appreciate
Yours sincerely,
Nip Yun Wing, Horace
302, PROSPERITY HOUSE, 10 GRANVILLE ROAD, KOWLOON, HONG KONG.
TEL: 3-694327-0 CABLE ADDRESS: PROTEXTILE TELEX: HX 55782 YMLEE FAX: 852-3-693805
香 港 聯 合 交 易 所 有 限 欠 司
THE STOCK EXCHANGE OF HONG KONG LTu
EXCHANGE SQUARE, HONG KONG
香 港 交 易 廣 場 G. P. 0. BOX 8888, HONG KONG








Attn: Mr. Nip Yun Wing, Horace
Dear Sirs
Thank you for your letter of 6 January 1988.
In response to your request, we are pleased to send you a list of
information for various new listings since 1983. Regarding the
requirements and procedures for listing shares on our Exchange, we
would like to advise you to read the publications of the Exchange-
Rules Governing the Official Listing of Securities and a pamphlet
of Introduction to the listing of a company- a copy of the
pamphlet is sent to you herewith for your information.
The price for the Rules is HK$50 per copy (excluding postage).
Should you want a copy of the Rules, please send a cheque of HK$55
(including postage) paid to The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong
Limited for settlement of the cost. Upon receipt of your cheque,
we shall proceed to send to you the Rules as soon as possible.
Should you require any further information, please feel free to
contact our International Corporate Affairs Department.
Yours faithfully







Chapter 4 (1) four proof prints of any Prospectusrequired by
lawApplication Procedures and Requirements
(2) four proof prints of the TemporaryDocumentofGeneral Title proposed to be issued, whichmustcompty
with Appendix 24.01 Application should be madeat the earliest possible date in the
form set out in FormA in Appendix5. Companieswhich intend
(3) two proof prints of the Definitive Certificateto apply for Listing are encouraged to contact the Listing
or other Definitive Documentsof Title proposedDepartmentthrough their financial advisers to seek informal
to be issued, which must complywith Appendixand confidential opinion as to eiigibiiicy of a particular issue
2 as indicated in that Appendix.it is advisable
for listing.
for proofs to be submitted as early as possible
4.02 where it is desired to advertise abridged particulars or a ore- (4) two proof prints or copies of the Memorandum!iminary announcementof a oubiic offer whether in the c,¢lish
and Articles of Associationor ocher correspond-or ChinesePress. applicants mustsubmitfour coniesof the drafts
ing document, which must comply withof such documentsto the Listing Department for aoorovai at
Appendix 3least four clear business days prior to insertion in the Press
(which must not contain any material information not included
(5) in the case of debt securities two proof printsin the Prospectus).
or conies of the Trust Deedor other document
securing or constituting the debt securities.4.03 Where. following submissionpursuant to these provisions, any
These must comply with Appendix4.amendmentis madein any document, a like numberof further
conies must be submitted to the Listing Department for
(II) The Prospectus must comply with Part A of Appendixapproval. Such copies must be marked in red to indicate
1.amendmentsmadeto conformwith points raised by the Listing
Committeeand in black to indicate other amendments. (III) The following documentsmust be lodged with the
Listing Departmentat least two ciear business days4.04 in addition. the Companymust supply such further documents
prior to the hearing of the Application by the Listingand information as the Listing Committeeor listing Department
Committee:-mayrequire in eachparticular case.
(1) A formal application in the form prescribed byDocumentary Requirements for Making a Listing Application
the Listing Committeeas set out in FormA in
Appendix 5, signed by a Member of the4.05 A. FOR COMPANIES NO PART OF WHOSE CAPITAL IS
Exchange appointed by the companytogetherALREADY LISTED:
with paymentof the prescribed listing fees in
Appendix 8.(I) Applicants must submit to the Listing Department
the following documents in draft form (where (2) (i) Four copies of the prospectus one of'whichappropriate) for approval, at leasr..-14 clear business
must be dated and signed by every persondaysprior to publication or posting:-
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(10) A certified copy of every letter, report, financial
who is named therein as a director or statement, valuation, contract, resolution or
proposed director of the company or by other document any part of which is extracted
his agent authorised in writing.
or referred to in the prospectus.
(ii) Where any document referred to in (i) (11) A certified copy of the written consent by any
is signed by an Agent a certified copy of expert to the inclusion in the prospectus of
the authorisation for such signature.
(i) a statement purporting to be a copy of or
(3) A copy of the advertisement in each newspaper extract from or summary of or reference
in which the prospectus or any abridged to a report or valuation or other statement
particulars or preliminary announcement by such expert
appeared.
(ii) any recommendation by such expert in
(4) A certified or photostat copy of the certificate relation to acceptance or rejection of an
of incorporation. offer or proposal.
(5) A certified or photostat copy of the certificate (12) Three copies of the Notice(s) of Meeting
(if any) entitling the company to commence
referred to in the prospectus.
business.
(13) A specimen of the Temporary Document of
(6) A specimen of the Memorandum and Articles Title.
of Association or other corresponding document,
unless previously supplied. (14) A specimen of the Definitive Certificate or
other Definitive Documents of Title.
(7) A specimen of the Trust Deed or other document
securing or constituting the debt securities, (15) A statement in the form set out in Form B.
unless previously supplied. in Appendix 5, which includes an undertaking
to submit the Declaration set out in Form C
(8) The Listing Agreement in the form set out in in Appendix 5.
Appendix 7.
(IV) The following documents may be required:-'
(9) A certified copy each of the:-
(1) Where the promoter or other interested party(i) resolution(s) of the company authorising is a limited company or a firm, a Statutory
the issue of all securities for which listing Declaration as to the identity of those who
is sought and subsequently allotting the control it or are interested in its profits or assets.
same and
(2) An undertaking as set out in Form D in
(ii) resolution(s) of the Board approving.. and Appendix 5 by each director that he will comply
authorising the issue of the prospectus.
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with the Exchange Listing Rules both in letter and
in spirit.
B. FOR COMPANIES PART-OF WHOSE CAPITAL IS ALREADY
LISTED:
(I) Applicants must submit to the Listing Department the
following documents in draft form (where appropriate)
for approval, at least 14 clear business days prior to
publication or posting:-
(1) four proof prints of any prospectus required by law
(2) four proof prints of the Temporary Document of
Title proposed to be issued, which must comply with
Appendix 2
(3) two proof prints of the Definitive Certificates or
other Definitive Documents of Title proposed to be
issued, unless previously supplied, which must comply
with Appendix 2 as indicated in that Appendix, it
is advisable for proofs to be submitted as early as
possible
(4) two proof prints or copies of the Memorandum and
Articles of Association or other corresponding
document, unless previously supplied, which must
comply with Appendix 3, together with two proof
prints or copies of all subsequent resolutions which
are required to be registered under the Companies
Ordinance, unless previously supplied.
(5) in the case of debt securities two proof prints or
copies of the Trust Deed or other document securing
or constituting the debt securities. These must comply
with Appendix 4.
(II) The prospectus (if required) must comply with Part B of
Appendix 1, except that where the securities for which















We are writing to set out the terms on which it is proposed
that Citicorp International Limited (Citicorp) will act as
financial advisers to( if 11)
in connection with the public offering of its shares in Hong
Kong. We envisage that our role in this transaction will
include:
1. devising an efficient corporate structure, having regard
to legal and tax ramifications as well as your
objectives
2. assisting in the preparation of the prospectus and other
related documentation
3. liasing with, and obtaining the necessary approvals
from, The Stock E#hange of-Hong Kong Limited, the
Office of the Securities Commissioner and other
regulatory authorities and
4. coordinating the work of other professionals involved in
the transaction.
We, in conjunction with the board of, will
determine the terms and timing of the proposed public
offering and we will have the sole mandate to manage the
underwriting of such an offering.
Our advisory fee for this transaction will be$ In
addition, an underwriting commission of 21 per cent. is
payable on the aggregate amount of capital raised from the
public, out of which we will pay any sub-underwriting
commissions. If we have documented the public offering the
directors of decided for any reason not to
Telex: HX77336





proceed with the offer, then we will charge a fee on the
basis of executive time spent which we would not expect to
transaction. Suchexceed $100,000. We will also be reimbursed all expensesincurred by us in connection with the
expenses will-include, but not limited to, the fees of the
auditors, solicitors, valuers and translators, printing,
advertising, creation and stamp duties and listing fees and
any out-of-pocket expenses incurred by Citicorp, including
travel, accommodation and communication costs. No material
without
out-of-pocket expenses will be incurred by Citicorp anyour approval. We enclose for your consideration
estimate of expenses in relation to the transaction.
It is our understanding that the offer will comprise
existing shares and new shares of
all commissions and expenses will be borne pro rata by
and the vendors of existing shares in proportion to
the total number of shares to be offered to the public,
except the listing fees and capital duty on the issue of nPw
shares which will be borne by
We are very pleased to be of assistance tozne
group and would be grateful if you could signify your
acceptance of.our terms of appointment by signing the
enclosed copy of this .etter and. returning it to us.
we look forward to hearing from you shortly
Yours faithfully,




The expenses.will clearly fluctuate according to the complexity of each
transaction and the size of the offering to the public and the estimate
may furthermore involve other heads of expenses such as professional
valuations etc. Essential elements of cost are listed as follows:-
(a) Capital duty
Capital duty would be payable at the rate of 0.6 per cent. on any
increase in the issued share capital (including any premium on
issue) over and above the current level of authorised share
capital. Sellers' ad valorem stamp duty would be payable by the
vendors of the sale shares at the rate of $6 for every $1,000 or
part thereof of the offer price.
(b) Reporting Accountants' fees
The prospectus must contain an accountants' report to support the
financial information supplied. Fees depend on the complexity of
the issue, size of the company and the precise terms of reference.
(c) Solicitor's fees
Solicitors are closely involved with any issue in drafting or
checking of the prospectus and other legal documents connected
with the issue. In a flotation transaction, two solicitors firms
are involved one'acts for the company and the other acts for the
underwriter.
(d) Receiving Bankers' fees
The receiving bank authorised to accept subscriptions will levy a
fee based on the number of applications received. Such fee is
normally calculated on the basis of HK$8.00- HK$8.50 per
application.
(e) Printing expenses
Covering prospectus, share certificates, application forms, etc.
In addition to the actual printing, numerous proofs are usually
required in the minimum of time with maximum security. The basic
cost lies in settling up of the type.
(f) Share Registrars'fees
The share registrars will be responsible for the processing of
applications, posting of refund cheques and share certificates and
setting up of the register.
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(g) Translation fees
Necessary in Hong Kong where all documents furnished to the public
must be in English as well as Chinese. Translation fees are
calculated on the basis of HK$1,000 per page.
(h) Listing fees
Payable to the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited where listing
is sought. The initial fee payable is HK$100,000 ($50,000 being
paid at the time of application).
(i) *Underwriting fees
Underwriting commission would be payable at the rate of 21, per
cent. of the value of the issue, out of which the underwriter will
pay any sub-underwriting commissions.
(j) Financial advisory fees
A financial advisory fee would be chargeable in respect of
documentation work and advice on matters relating to the
flotation.
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New issue and offer for sale
Estimate of expenses
(Based on an issue of HK$70 million)
$,000$,000
100Listing fee
1,500Capital duty/sellers' ad valorem stamp duty
(Based on an increase in the authorised share
capital from $10,000 to $250,000,000)
Legal, Professional and other expenses:
350Reporting Accountants fee
'500Solicitors to the company
400to the underwriters
200Receiving bankers
250Advertising (prospectus, results of offer etc)
250Printing (prospectus, application forms,
share certificate etc)









(2) Particulars of anybankoverdraftsor other similar indebted.Appendix 1
nessof the Companyand any of its subsidiaries as at the
latest practicabledate or, if there are nobankoverdraftsorPart A othersimilar indebtedness,a statemento that effect.
Contents of Prospectus (3) Particulars of any mortgage,charges,hire purchasecommit.
mentsor guaranteesor other material contingentliabilities
of the Companyandanyof its subsidiaries, or, if there areIn the casewherelisting is soughtfor securities nosuchliabilities, a statementto that effect.
of a Companyo-parr-ofwhosecapital is alreadylisted.
6. The full name,addressand description of every Director and, if1, The fuil nameof the Company. requiredby the Listing Committee,particuiars of his nationality
andhis nationality of origin if his presentnationality is not the2. In the caseof a full prospectusadvertised in the Press, a state- nationalityof origin.
mentas follows:--
7. The full nameof the Secretary and situation of the RegisteredThis Advertisement is issued in compliance with the Office andTransferOffice (if different).
Requirementsof the Committeeof The Stock Exchangeof
HongKongLimited for the purposeof giving information 3. The namesand addressesof the Bankers, Solicitors, Registrars
to the Public with regard to the Company.The Directors andTrustees(if any).
collectively andindividuallyacceptfull responsibilityfor the
accuracyof the information given andconfirm, havingmade19. The name,addressand professional aualiflcation of the Auditors.
all reasonableenquiries, that to the best of their knowledge
and belief there are no other facts the omissionof which 10. The date and country of incorporation and the authority under
wouldmakeany statementin the advertisementmisleading. which the Companywasincorporated.
3. A statement that application has been madeto the Listing In the case of a Companynot incorporated in HongKong, theCommitteeof the Exchange,for permissionto deal in and for addressof the headoffice andof the principal place of business
listing of thesecurities. (if any) in HongKong.
4. The authorised share capital, the amountissued or agreed to be 11. If the applicationis in respectof shares:
issued, the amountpaid up andthe descriptionandnominalvalue
of the shares. In caseswhere25 per cent or moreof the voting (1) Thevoting rights of shareholders.
capital (unclassified sharesbeingcountedas voting capital) is
unissued,a statementthat no issue will knowinglybe madewhich (2) If there is morethan oneclass of share, the rights of each
couldeffectively alter the control of the Companywithout prior class of shareas regardsdividend, capital, redemption,and
approvalof the shareholdersin generalmeeting. the creationor issueof further sharesrankingin priority to
or pari passuwith eachclass other than the lowest ranking
equity.5. (1) Theauthorised debt securities of the Companyand any of its




(3) A summaryof the consentsnecessaryfor the variation of private, general nature of business,issuedcapital andthe
proportionthereof held or aboutto be held.suchrights.
12. Theprovisions or a sufficient summaryof the provisions of the (2) In regacd to the companyand every subsidiary or company
Articles of Association, By-Laws or ocher corresponding aboutto becomea subsidiary, particulars of: Thesituation,
documentwith regard to:- area and the rent and unexpiredtern of the factories and
mainbuildings, the principal products -and approximate.
numberof emolovees.(1) Anypowerenablingthe Directors, in the absenceof an inde•
pendentquorum,to vote remuneration(including pensionor
other benefits) to themselvesor any membersof their body. 17. A statementshowingthe sale turnover figures or gross trading
incomeduring the precedingfive financial years whichshould
(2) Borrowingpowersexercisable by the Directors andhowsuch contain a reasonable breakdownbetween the more important
borrowingpowerscanbe, varied. tradingactivities. In the caseof a group,internal salesshouldbe
excluded.
(3) Retirementor non-retirementof Directors underan agelimit.
18. (I) A statementas to the financial andtrading prospectsof the
(4) Director's qualification shares Companyor Group, together with any material information
whichmaybe relevant thereto, including all special trade
13. Wherelisting is sou.ht for debt securities, the rights conferred factors or risks (if any) whichare not mentionedelsewhere
uponthe holdersthereof, andparticulars of the security (if any) in the prospectusand which are unlikely to be knownor
therefor. anticipated by the general public, whichcould materially
affect the profits, and details of any waiver of future
dividends.14. A statement of any alterations in the share capital of the
Companywithin the two years preceding the publication of
the Prospectus. (2) Wherelisting is soughtfor fixed incomesecurities particulars
of the profits cover for dividend/interest and of the net
15. The general nature of the businessof the Companyor Groupand, tanableassetsavailablefor capitai cover.
in cases where the Companyor Groupcarries on two or more
activities whichare material, havingregardto profits or losses, 19. A statementby the Directors that in their opinion the working
assets employedor any other factor, information as to the capital available is sufficient, or, if not, howit is proposedto
relative importanceof each such activity. If the Companyor providethe additional workingcapital thoughtby the Directors
to be necessary.Grouptrades outside HongKonga statementshowinga geograp-
hical analysisof its tradingoperations.
20. Wherethe securities for whichlisting is soughtwereissued for
16. (1) In regard to every companythe whole of, or a substantial cash within the two years preceding the publication of the
proportionof whosecapital (either directly or indirectly) Prospectus,or will be issuedfor cash,a statementor an estimate
is heldor is aboutto be held, or whoseprofits or assetsmake of the net proceedsof the issue anda statementas to howsuch
proceedswereor are to be applied.or will makea material contribution to the figures in the
Auditors' Reportor next publishedaccounts,particulars of:
The name,date, country of incorporation, whetherpublic or 21. A report by the Auditors of the company:
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have been madeup and audited, the companyor any of its(1) with respect to the profits or losses of the Companyin
subsidiarieshasacquiredor agreedto acquireor is proposingto
respect of each off the five complete financial years acquirea businessor sharesin a companywhichwill by reasonof
immediatelyprecedingthe publication of the Prospectus,on suchacquisition becomea subsidiary of the companyor any of
in respectof eachof the yearssincethe incorporationof thq its subsidiariesandnopart of the securitiesof that subsidiaryis
company,if this occurredless than Five yearsprior to such) already listed, a report madeby qualified accountantswhoshall
publication and, if in respect of a period endingon a dat be namedin the Prospectus:-
earlier than three monthsbefore such. publication, no
accountshavebeenmadeup, a statementof that fact (1) with respectto the profits or lossesof the businessor to the
profits or losses attributable to the interests acquiredor(2) in the caseof an issue by a holdingcompany,in lieu of thel being acquired in respect of each of the five complete
report in (1), a like report with respect to the protics or financial years immediatelyprecedingthe publicationof the
lossesof the companyandof its subsidiarycompanies,so fa Prospectusor in respect of each of the years since the
as suchprotics or lossescanproperlybe regardedas actribut commencementof the businessor the incorporation of such
able to the interests of the holdingcompany subsidiarycompanyif this occurredless thanfive yearsprior
to suchpublication: and, if in respectof a periodendingon(3) as to the rate of dividendfor eachclass of sharesduringeach a date earlier than three monthsbefore suchpublication no
of the five financial yearsprecedingthe issue of the pros. accounts have been madeup, a statement of that fact
pectuswith details of anywaiverof dividendsin suchyears providedthat whereany suchsubsidiary is itself a holding
companythe report shall be extendedto the profits or losses(4) with respectto the assetsandliabilities of the Comoanvand of that companyandits subsidiarycompanieswhichshall be
in the caseof an issue by a holdingcompany,a like report ascertainedin the mannerlaid downin sub-paragraph(2) of
with respectto the assetsandliabilities of the Companyand paragraph21.
of its subsidiarycompaniesso far as suchassetscanorooeriv
be retardedas attributable to the interests of the Comoany, (2) with respectto the assetsandliabilities of the businessor of
includingan exoianationof the basesusedfor the valuations the subsidiary and where such subsidiary is a holding
of fixed assetsanda reasonablydetailed indication of the company,the report shall be extendedto the assets and
natureof tangibleassets. liabilities of that companyandof its subsidiarycompaniesin
the mannerlaid downin sub-paragraph(4) of paragraph21.(5) with respect to the aggregate emolumentspaid to the
Directors by the Companyduring the last period for which (3) with respect to any other matters which appear to the
the accountshave. beenmadeup andthe amount(if any) by accountantsto be reievant havingregard to the purposeor
the report.which such emolumentswould differ from the amounts
payableunderthe arrangementsin force at the date of the
Prospectus In makingsuch report the accountantsshall makesuchadjust
ment(if any) as are in their opinionappropriatefor the purposes
of the Prosoectus.(6) with respect to any other matters which appear to the.
auditors to be relevant havingregardto the purposesof the
Prospectus. 23. Particulars of anycapital of the Companyor of anyof its subsidi-
aries whichhaswithin twoyearsimmediatelyprecedingthe publi.
22. If after the latest date to which the accountsof the company
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cation of the Prospectusbeenissued fully or partly paid uo 29. A statement of the personsholding or beneficially interested in
anysubstantial part of the sharecapital of the Companyandtheotherwisethan in cashandthe considerationfor whichthe same
hasbeenor is to be issued. amountsof the holdingsin questiontogether with particulars of
the interestsof eachdirector (andalso, sofar as he is awareof or
can by reasonable inquiry ascertain the same, of his family24. Particulars of any capital of the Companyor of any of its sub-
interests) in the share capital of the Companyand, otherwisesidiaries. whichhas within two years immediatelyprecedingthe
than through the Company,any of. its subsidiaries, dis-publicationof the Prospectusbeenissuedfor cash, the price and
tinguishing betweenbeneficial and other interest the expres-termsuponwhichthe tamehas beenor -is to the issuedand(if
sion family interests includes, in relation-to a director, spouse,not already fully paid) the dates whenany instalments are
children under21 years of age, trusts of whichthe director orpayablewith the amountof all calls or instalmentsin arrear.
spouseis a settlor or trustee andin whichthe director or spouse
or anyof suchchildrenare beneficiariesor discretionaryobjects
and companiesknownto him to be controlled by him and/or25. Particulars of anycapital of the Companyor of anyof its subsidi-
spouseand/orsuchchildrenand/orthe trusteesof anysuchtrustsaries whichis underoption, or agreedconditionally or uncondi.
as aforesaid in their capacity as suchtrustees. Subject to thetionaily to be out underoption andconsiderationfor whichthe
necessityto distinguish betweenbeneficial andother interests,option wasor will be grantedtogether with the price anddura-
between the Companyand each subsidiary and between eachtion of the option, andthe nameandaddressof the grantee.
class of capital eachdirector's interests maybe aggregatedwith
thoseof his familyinterests.Providedthat wherean oocionhas beengranted or agreedto be
grantedto all the membersor debentureholdersor to any class
thereof, it shall be sufficient, 30 far as the namesare concernedto 30. Foil particulars of the natureandextent of the interest, direct or
indirect, if any, of everyDirector in the promotionof, or in anyrecord that fact without giving the namesandaddressesof the
grantees. assets which have been, within the two years preceding the
publication of the Prospectus, acouired or disposedof by or
26. (1) Particulars of any preliminary expensesincurred or proposed leasedto, the Companyor anyof its subsidiaries, or are proposed
to be incurred andby whomthe sameare payable. to be acquired, disposedof by or leased to the Companyor any
of its subsidiaries,inciuding
(2) The amountor estimated amountof the expensesof the
(A) the considerationpassingto or from the Companyor any ofissueandof the applicationfor listing so far as the sameare
his subsidiariesandnot includedin the statementof preliminaryexpensesandby
whomthe sameare payable.
(48) shortparticularsof all transactionsrelating to anysuchassets
27. Particulars of any commissions,discounts, brokeragesor ocher whichhavetaken place within two years immediatelypreced-
ing the publicationof the Prospectusspecial termsgrantedwithin two years immediatelyprecedingthe
publicationof the Prospectusin connectionwith.the issueor sale
(C) the beneficial interests of eachandevery director in theof anycapital of the Companyor of anyof its subsidiaries.
Companyor its subsidiaries.
28. Details of directors' existing or proposedservice contractsinclud.
ing those(if any) with anysubsidiary. 3I. A statementthat the Companyhas or has not. as the case maybe,
any litigation or claims of material importance pending or
54
threatenedagainstit.
particulars thereof: all reports, letters or other documents,
balancesheets, valuation andstatementsby any expert any part32. (1) The nameof any promotor and (if a company)the Listing
of whichis extracted or referred to in the Prospectusa writtenCommitteemayrequire a statement of the issued share
capital the amountpaid up thereonthe date of its incorpor statementsignedby the auditors or accountantssetting out the
ation the namesof its Directors, BankersandAuditors and adjustmentsmadeby themin arriving at the figures shownin
their report and giving the reason therefor: and the auditedsuch other particulars as the Listing Committeethink
necessaryin connectiontherewith. accountsof the Companyandits subsidiaries for eachof the two
financial years immediatelypreceding the publication of the
Prospectustogether with all notes, certificates or information(2) Theamountof any cashor securities paid or benefit given
required by the CompaniesOrdinance.within the two years immediaceiyprecedingthe publication
of the Prospectus, or proposedto be paid given to any
promoter and the consideration for such paymentor beneft. Note I In the case of a Companywhich has carried on the same
businessfor morethan the two years immediatelyprior to the
33. Wherethe Prospectusincludes a statementpurporting to be made publication of the Prospectus.agoiication maybe madeto the
by an expert, a statementthat the expert has ,given andhas not listing Committeeto dispensewith the requirementsof para-
withdrawnhis written consentto the issue of the prospectuswith graphs26(1), 30 and32(1), in sofar as it relates to interestsin
the promotion,and32(1).the statement included in the form and context in whichit is
included.
Note 2 In the case of oversea companies. the documentsto be
34. Whenrelevant, in the absenceof a statement that estate duty offered for inspectionwill be the documentscorrespondingto
those abovementionedin the case of HongKongcompanies.indemnitieshavebeena4ven, a statementthat the directors had
beenadvisedthat no material liability for estate duty wouldbe and where such documentsare not in English language
likely to fall uponthe Companyor any subsidiary. (The Listing notarially certified translations thereof mustbe availabie for
inspection.Committeemayrequire any indemnities to be supported by
continuingguarantees).
Note 3 In any case whereinformation is not given underany of para.
35. The dates of and parties to all material contracts (not being graphs23, 24 and25, the prospectusmustinclude the appro-
contractsenteredinto in the ordinarycourseof business)entered pnate negative statements. In the absenceof information
into within two years immediatelyprecedingthe publication of underparagraphs27 and28, an appropriatenegativestatement
the prospectustogether with a description of the general nature mustbe supplied in the form of a letter addressedto the
listing Committee.of suchcontracts, andparticulars of anyconsiderationpassingto
or from the Comoany.
Note4 Underparagraphs5, 23, 24, 25, 27 and2$, reference to subsi-
36. A reasonable time (being not less than fourteen days) during diaries is to be construedas includinganycompanywhichwill
which and a place in Hong Kong at which the following becomea subsidiaryby reasonof an acquisition failing within
paragraph22.documents(or copiesthereof) whereapplicable maybe inspected.
The Memorandumand Articles of Association Trust Deedeach
contract disclosed pursuantto paragraph35 or, in the case of a Note 5 The requirementsstated aboveare in general applicable to an
industrial company.TheListing Committeewill require addi-contract not reduced into writing, a memorandumgiving full
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PUBLIC DOCUMENTS RELATING TO NEW ISSUE1.
Prospectus1.1 All parties
W/JSMApplication forms for public (white)1.2
for employees
(pink)
W/JSM/CoNewspaper print of Prospectus1.3
W/JSM1.4 Abridged particulars
R/Co1.5 Share Certificates
R/CoCheques for return of excess1.6
application monies





CoCo's supporting schedules or2.1•
profit forecast(i)
indebtedness(ii)
(iii) budget, cash flow and working
capital
KWTFAccountants' Report2.2
Accountants' Statement of Adjustments KWTF2.3
2.4 Accountants' letter on profit forecast KWTF
2.5 Kj•7TFAccountants' comfort letter on
indebtedness, working capital and other
financial information
KWTF2.6 Accountants' consent letter
Valuers2.7 Property long form report
ValuersProperty valuation report and2.8
certificate(complying with Third
Schedule to Companies Ordinance)
ValuersValuers' consent letter2.9
2.10 Underwriter's letter on profit forecast w
wLetter from Underwriter to Stock2.11
Exchanges in connection with working






KWTFAudited accounts of Co, Subsidiaries2.14
and Associated Companies for last
5 years
WKLL/JSMSale/Purchase Agreements and other2.15
Material Contracts
WApplications for listing on Stock2.16
Exchanges and related documentation
WKLLDocuments available for inspection2.17
WKLLReport on title to properties by Co's2.18
solicitors
JSMVerification notes2.19
KWTFLetters confirming bank and other2.20
facilities
W2.21 Formal instructions to printers
Approval from Companies Registry JSM/WKLL2.22
WApproval from Securities Commission2.23
WApproval from Stock Exchanges2.24
JSM/WKLLAppointment of receiving bankers:2.25
letters setting out terms of(i)
appointment
copy of resolution appointing(ii)
them




WSub-underwriting proofs of Prospectus3.3
WLetter of release to sub-underwriters3.4
BOARD MINUTES AND DIRECTORS' DOCUMENTS4.
Minutes of Board Meeting of Co to Co/WKLL/JSM4.1
approve underwriting proof of
Prospectus
Co/WKLL/JSMMinutes of Board Meeting of Co to:4.2
(i) authorise the New Issue and





authorise signing of the(ii)
Underwriting Agreement
appoint Registrars and to(iii)
authorise (inter alia) issue of
share certificates
approve applications for(iv)
quotation and sign documents for
the Stock Exchanges including
General Undertaking
appoint Board Committee(v)
approve estimate of expenses(vi)
C6/WKLL/JSMMinutes of Board Meeting (or Committee4.3
Board Meeting) of Co to complete New
Issue arrangements,.including issue of
new shares and completion of
acquisition agreements
Power of attorney from all Directors to WKLL/Co4.4
sign Prospectus to deal with all
matters arising out of the New Issue
Co/WKLL/Statement of Directors' interests4.5
Secretaries
Co/WKLLResponsibility letter from Directors4.6
PRESS ANNOUNCEMENTS5.
W/JSM/CoAnnouncement of details of New Issue5.1
W/CoAnnouncement of results of New Issue5.2
and basis of allotment
W/CoAnnouncement of posting of share5.3
certificates
6. GENERAL
WKLLNotice of EGM of Co6.1
WKLLConsent to short notice of EGM, if6.2
necessary
WKLLPrint of resolutions passed at EGM6.3
WKLLMinutes of EGM of Co6.4
Co/WKLL6.5 Notice of increase of capital (plus





WKLLNotice of subdivision of Co6.7
WKLLForm X of Co6.8
Co/RRegistrars' agreement/letter of duties6.9
WKLLNew Articles of Association of Co6.10
Amended Memorandum of Association of Co WKLL6.11
Board copies of Memorandum and Articles WKLL6.12
of Co
Co/WKLLInformation on history and business of6.13
Co in particular:
brief history of Co and its(i)
relationship with other family
companies
major acquisitions, and trade(ii)
and other investments
(iii) indication of rate of
expansion in recent years
brief details of the main(iv)
properties to be owned by the
Co and the basis of the
independent professional
valuation
brief details of Directors and(v)
senior management, covering
responsibility and experience
summary of benefits for(vi)
employees (including incentive
schemes if any) and staff
relations
(vii) Co/group policy and prospects
shareholders' interests in Co(viii)
and its subsidiaries
last 5 years' audited accounts(ix)
for Co and its proposed
subsidiaries
Memorandum and Articles of(x)
Association of Co and
subsidiaries
details for Co and its(xi)
subsidiaries of:





any loan capital and(b)
mortgages
any options given over share(c)
capital or assets
(d) any contingent liabilities,
litigation and guarantees
(e) all material contracts
entered into during the last
5 years
any agreements between Co or its(xii)
subsidiaries and related
companies or companies in which
shareholders or directors of Co
interested, particularly any
property transactions in last 5
years
shareholdings of directors of Co(xiii)
in all subsidiaries and
associated companies and in
subsidiaries being acquired and
of other shareholders of
subsidiaries
(xiv) service agreements of directors
and/or senior executives
Co/W/JSM/WKLLCompleted verification notes6.14





Already 1. Structure of holding company Co/W/JSM/KWLL/KWTF
completed or established
as soon as
2. Finalisation of Accounts for Co/KWTFpossible
audit
3. Accountants instructed to Co/KWTF
prepare:
(a) Accountants' Report
(b) Audit of recent figures
(c) Report on profit and cash
flow forecasts
(d) Pro forma statement of
NTA's of Co following the
issue
4. Co/WKLLLawyers to prepare:
(a) Conditional sale and
purchase agreements
(b) Draft new Memorandum and
Articles of Association
(c) Draft notice of EGM
5. Co/VValuers instructed to produce
valuation as at 30.6.83
6. Drafting of Prospectus to All parties
commence
7. Information on history and Co
business, Directors, Management
and staff complied
8. Profit and cash flow forecasts Co/W/KWTF
for year ending 30th April, 1984






1st draft of Prospectus circulatedMonday All parties
30th May
Meeting to discuss 1st draft,1.Thursday All parties
10.00 a.m. at Wardley2nd June
Commencing drafting of2.
Application Forms
Share Registrars and Receiving3.
Bankers instructed
W2nd draft of ProspectusMonday 1.
circulated 1st draft of6th June
Application forms (pink and
white) circulated
1st draft of Accountants' Report KWTF2.
available
V1st draft of Valuation3.
Certificate and letter available
Wednesday Meeting for discussion of 2nd draft All parties
of Prospectus and 1st draft of8th June
Application Forms (time to be
arranged)
WTuesday 1. Circulate 3rd draft of
Prospectus14th June
w2. Circulate 2nd draft of
Application Forms (pink and
white)
First draft of the following1.Friday
documents available:17th June





(b) Underwriting agreement JSM
(c) Notice of EGM WKLL
(d) Sale/purchase agreements WKLL
and bankers consents (if
necessary)
(e) Directors' signing WKLL
authority and Directors'
responsibility letters
(f) Registrars agreement WKLL
(g) Receiving Bankers agreement JSM
(h) Estate Duty indemnities (if WKLL
applicable)
(l) Drafts of Board Minutes WKLL
2. Meeting to discuss 3rd draft of All parties
Prospectus and Application
Forms
3. Chinese Translation to commence T
based on amended 3rd draft
4. Amended 3rd draft of Prospectus W
and Application Forms to
Printers
Wednesday 1. Contact Stock Exchanges and W
29th June clear timetable
2. W1st Printed Proof (English)
distributed to all parties
including all relevant
authorities for comments
3. Chinese Translation to W
typesetters





Meeting to discuss 1st PrintedFriday 1. All parties
1st July Proof
W/JSM2. Commence drafting of abridged
particulars
KWTFProfit and cash flow forecast3.
available
1st Proof of Memorandum and WKLL4.
Articles of Association
available
Saturday Amended 1st Printed Proof of W1.
2nd July Prospectus to Printers
2. 1st Chinese Printed Proof W
available and circulated
Monday 2nd Printed Proof of Prospectus W1.
4th July and Application Forms (both
English and Chinese version)
available and submitted to,
excluding price:
(a) Registrar of Companies
(b) Securities Commission
(c) Stock Exchanges (and book
hearing if necessary) for
comments
2. Profit forecast, Accountants' KWTF
Report, Statement of Adjustments
and audit finalised
3 Property valuation finalised V
4. Draft of Abridged Particulars W/JSM/WKLL
finalised








W/WKLL/JSMLiaise with Registrar of CompaniesMonday
Stock Exchanges and Securities4th July
to Commission to clear all points
further proofs as requiredFriday
8th July
Final Verification MeetingMonday All parties
11th July
Final approval of Prospectus and W/WKLL/JSMThursday 1.
Application Form received from14th July
all relevant authorities
R/Co/WShare Registrars to have2.
finalised issue arrangements
including Letter of Regret and
cheques for return of
application monies
Finalise Underwriting Agreement W/Co/JSM/WKLL3.
and sub-underwriting letters
Co/WKLL4. Board Minutes finalised
5. verification completed All parties






W/KWTF/VForm of Consent letters of1Saturday
Underwriter, Accountants and16th July
Valuers, letters on profit
forecast and estimate of
expenses finalised





Co/WKLL/JSM/WBoard Meeting of Company1.Monday
(10.00 a.m.) to:18th July
(a) approve underwriting proof
(b) fix issue price
(c) sign Sale/Purchase
Agreements


















(b) sign Underwriting Agreement,
Receiving Bankers letter,
Registrars agreement
Co/WKLL2. EGM of Co
WKLL/JSM/CoProspectus delivered, signed3,
and filed with Registrar of
Companies
Formal application submitted to W4.
Stock Exchanges
WKLL/J SM/WProspectus registeredSaturday 1
23rd July
W/HSBC2. Copies of Prospectus and
Application Forms distributed
to HSBC branches
WKLLDocuments for inspection ready3.
wFinal proof of newspaper4.
advertisement available
Monday 1. Co/WProspectus advertised in press
25th July
Prospectus and Application2,
1. Application lists open and close IISBCThursday,
(12 noon)28th July
Stock Exchange listings obtained W2.
3 Cheques cleared HSBC
Monday 1. Preliminary announcement of Co/W












RLetters of regret and refund3.
cheques posted
RShare certificates despatched toFriday
12th August successful applicants
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